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EFFICIENCY - MADE BY DECOUFLÉ

DWR+

DWR+ direct tobacco recovery:
cash back on your waste
With the new DWR+ you can process up to 96% of tobacco from ejected
cigarettes immediately in your cigarette maker. DWR+ can be used for all
cigarettes, cigars and cigarillos as both an online and as a standalone system.
It can be retrofitted to all cigarette makers with a speed of up to 16,000 cpm
– including other machines on the market. The system collects the waste at
the maker, separates the tobacco from the paper and filter, and conveys the
tobacco back into the maker. DWR+ therefore pays for itself in next to no time.
Minimized tobacco degradation
With the DWR+, different blends, added menthol or expanded tobacco stay in
the machine and are recovered immediately. No time is wasted handling
rejects, the tobacco doesn’t dry out and is processed gently.

Using a vibrating sieve, the tobacco is
separated from the paper and filters and
returned directly to the hopper on the
maker where it is mixed together with the
new tobacco.

Fully automatic, space saving
The fully automatic DWR+ system can be installed behind the maker to save
space. It is easy to operate and doesn't require a lot of maintenance: cleaning
is simple and all wearing parts are easily accessible.
Reduce your production costs effortlessly with DWR+ and enjoy a short
payback time:
yy Reduced noise and vibrations
yy Less dust
yy Improved sieving results (possibility to adjust vibration amplitude)
yy Reduced operating costs
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Tobacco reclaim

up to 96 %

Compatible makers

Makers up to a speed of 16,000 cpm

Performance

King Size 45 kg/h | Slim 35 kg/h | Super Slim 25 kg/h

Product length

Max. 300 mm

Product diameter

5.4 - 8.2 mm

Dimensions (W×D×H)

1.08 × 1.08 × 0.72 m

Height of steep conveyor

3.00 m

Optional

Special cigarette buffer
Double sieving station
Paintwork in another color

